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Oil & Gas Services

Mobile Rig Refurbishment

Singh & Company’s (SAC) Heavy Engineering Division is a fully equipped manufacturing facility
with state of the art machinery, our primary focus is maintenance, refurbishment and recertification
services for the global oilfield service industry. We provide refurbishment for all kinds of drilling and
workover rigs of all models. We also provide all kinds of maintenance services, whether its a
simple cleaning, repair, new paint or a complete rebuild, Our team of selected engineers, 6G rig
welders, structural / pipe fabricators can complete refurbishment work with limited downtime for
the customer either in our own facility or at site.

Standard Mobile Rig Refurbishment
• Disassembly of complete rig (carrier and mast)
• Disassembly of all assemblies
• Steam cleaning, sand blasting and painting of complete rig.
• AESC Category IV/CAODC Level IV Inspection
and repair of mast, per SAC work instruction
• Reassembly of assemblies and rig with new standard parts
• Rig-up and final inspection
• Licensed Engineer's stamped and certified letter

BEFORE

AFTER

Inclusive Mobile Rig Refurbishment
Parts List
• Disassembly of complete rig (carrier and mast).
• Disassembly of all assemblies.
• AESC Category IV/CAODC Level IV Inspection
and repair of mast, per SAC work, without limitations to scope
of work, exceptions to include:
- Mast replacement, if condemned.
- Complete replacement of main legs.
• If condemned, SAC will disassemble and perform Category
IV/CAODC Level IV Inspection and repair on one additional
customer-supplied mast at no additional charge to customer
for costs incurred on original mast inspection.
• If required, replacement mast will be quoted separately and
the customer will only be billed for expenses incurred to their
mast prior to being condemned.
• Steam cleaning, sand blasting and painting of complete rig.
• Reassembly of assemblies and rig with new standard parts.
• Rig-up and final inspection.
• Licensed Engineer's stamped and certified letter.

Standard Parts
Bearing; Seals; Rubber Goods (Excluding
Tires); Friction Materials; Brake Linkage
(including refurbished brake bands); Roller
Chains; Hydraulic and Pneumatic Valves;
Electrical; Hose; Fittings; Hardware; Fluids;
Labels; Minor Metal Cosmetics to Decking;
Handrails; Guards.

Premium Parts
Shafts; Gears; Sprockets; Clutch Hard Parts;
Hydromatic Hard Parts; Brake Rims; Drum
Spool or Lebus Grooving; Crown Sheaves;
New Brake Bands; Hydraulic and Pneumatic
Cylinders and Major Components; Major
Under-Carriage Repair / Replacement; Tires
and Wheels; Assemblies (Air Compressors,
Winches, PTO, Hydraulic Pumps, Etc.); Cabs;
Frame Repairs/ Replacement; Major Metal
Cosmetics/ Replacement of Decking;
Handrails; Guards

Mobile Rig Refurbishment
Mast Inspection and Repair as per AESC Category
IV/CAODC Level IV
Scope of Work
• Complete disassembly and reassembly of customer supplied
mast (not including removal from carrier)
• Replacement of 10 or less diagonal braces in each mast section
(upper and lower) if required
• Replacement of 10 feet of leg material or less in each mast
section (upper and lower) if required
• Repairs, as required (not including complete replacement of any
assemblies) for the following:
- Rod basket (including activation system, re-spacing,
finger safety chains, etc.)
- Tubing board (including activation system, escape door,
finger safety chains, etc.)
- Crown (including bearings, seals, bushings, NDT of
sheaves (not including sheave replacement unless
customer supplied)
- Base Section (including load and/or tilt screw and nut
replacement)
- Ladder
- Locking system
- Scoping ram expendables (packing, guide rings,
hardware, etc.)
- Miscellaneous (guy line hooks, air and hydraulic
plumbing, hinge ears and pins, brackets, block cradle,
lubrication, etc.)
• Sand blast and Paint to customer specifications
•NDT Inspection and repairs within compliance of AESC Category
IV/CAODC Level IV Specifications
Not Included
•Installation
•Includes mounting mast on customer-supplied carriers, squaring,
leveling, bleeding, hydraulic rams, raising and scoping masts,
verifying stabilizer and lock operation (Base, other than pinning up,
and headache installation not included)
•Raising ram repair or replacement
•Work floor repair or replacement
•Operator's platform repair or replacement Charge for Ultrasonic
Testing (UT) of leg thickness.
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Is your rig over pulled?
In tight holes or stuck pipe situations, the operator must know how much additional tension, or pull, can
be applied to the string before exceeding the yield strength of the drill pipe. This is known as Overpull,
since it is the pull force over the weight of the string. For example, in a vertical hole with 12 ppg mud, a
drillstring consists of 600 feet of 7.25-inch x 2.25-inch drill collars and 6,000 ft of 5-inch, New Grade E
drill pipe with a nominal weight of 19.5 lbs/ft and an approximate weight of 20.89 lbs/ft.
First, the hookload is determined
Hookload = Air Weight x Buoyancy Factor
= [(6,000 x 20.89) + (600 x 127)] 0.817
= 164,658 pounds
Referring to the API RP 7G, the yield strength in pounds for this grade, class, size and nominal
weight of drill pipe is 395,595 pounds. Therefore:
Maximum Overpull = Yield Strength In Pounds - Hookload
= 395,595 - 164,658
= 230,937 pounds

The operator can pull 230,937 pounds over the hookload before reaching the limit of elastic deformation
(yield strength). Obviously, as depth increases, hookload increases, at a certain depth the hookload will
equal the yield strength (in pounds) for the drill pipe in use. This depth can be thought of as the maximum
depth that can be reached without causing permanent elongation of the drill pipe (disregarding hole drag
as a consideration). Practically, an operator would never intend to reach this limit. A considerable safety
factor is always included to allow for overpull caused by expected hole drag, tight hole conditions or a
stuck drillstring.

Case Study 01:
One of our client came up with an accidental rig for recertification. The rig was twisted and damaged
because of over pulling. The material was immediately ordered and all the QA/QC inspections were
carried out with our internal documented procedures. A repair procedure was developed soon after. The
rig was repaired and recertified as per API 4F/4G standards to work at its original rated capacity.

Mobile Rig Recer ﬁca on
Blowout
A blowout is the uncontrolled release of crude oil and/or natural gas from an oil well or gas well after
pressure control systems have failed. Well blowouts can occur during the drilling phase, during well
testing, during well completion, during production, or during workover activities.

Surface Blowouts
Blowouts can eject the drill string out of the well, and the force of the escaping fluid can be strong enough
to damage the drilling rig. In addition to oil, the output of a well blowout might include sand, mud, rocks,
drilling fluid, natural gas, water, and other substances.
Blowouts will often be ignited by an ignition source, from sparks from rocks being ejected, or simply from
heat generated by friction. A well control company will then need to extinguish the well fire or cap the
well, and replace the casing head and hangars. The flowing gas may contain poisonous hydrogen
sulfide and the oil operator might decide to ignite the stream to convert this to less hazardous
substances.

Sometimes, blowouts can be so forceful that they cannot be directly brought under control from the
surface, particularly if there is so much energy in the flowing zone that it does not deplete significantly
over the course of a blowout. In such cases, other wells (called relief wells) may be drilled to intersect the
well or pocket, in order to allow kill-weight fluids to be introduced at depth. When first drilled in the 1930s
relief wells were drilled to inject water into the main drill well hole. Contrary to what might be inferred from
the term, such wells generally are not used to help relieve pressure using multiple outlets from the
blowout zone.

Case Study 02:
We got a repair job of a rig that was damaged because of blow out. The rig was twisted, burned and
broken from many places. We needed to do welding work, fabrication & paint jobs. Our engineers
developed a repair procedure, required material was ordered immediately. We carried out all the QA/QC
inspection with our documented procedures. The rig was repaired and recertified in minimum downtime.
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Welding Cracks
Cracks and planar discontinuities are some of the most dangerous, especially if they are subject to
fatigue loading conditions. There are several different types of cracks like:
• Arc strike cracking
• Hot cracking

• Cold cracking

• Crater crack

• Fusion-line crack

• Underbead crack • Longitudinal crack • Reheat cracking

• Hat crack

• Root & toe cracks

They must be removed by grinding back (if superficial) or repaired by welding. Cracks can occur in the
weld itself, the base metal, or the heat affected zone (HAZ). Longitudinal cracks run along the direction
of the weld and are usually caused by a weld metal hardness problem. This type of cracking is commonly
caused by a cooling problem, the elements in the weld cooling at different rates. Cold cracking occurs
after the weld metal has had the chance to completely solidify. It is caused by highly restrained welds,
shrinkage and discontinuities. Cold cracks can be prevented by preheating the weldment, welding
towards areas of less constraint as well as using more ductile weld metal. They can be repaired by
removing and re-welding the elements together.

The reliability and safe operation of Oil & Gas infrastructure is heavily dependent on the structural
integrity of its welded joints. Design and specification of fatigue crack repairs is a specialized process. A
badly designed or poorly executed weld repair is unlikely to survive as long as the original joint. We can
provide guidance on the most appropriate repair methods, assist in devising method statements and
advise on possible design improvements.

Case Study 03:
We got a job to repair weld cracks of a rig from one of our clients. After carrying out all the QA/QC
inspections, our engineers developed a repair procedure. The Welding was carried out successfully by
our 6G certified welders. NDT procedures were carried out after the weld repairs followed by a
radiography test on site. The rig was given a “go ahead” to start the production soon after.

Mobile Rig Recer ﬁca on
Rig Recertification
As global demand for oil grows, the petroleum industry is under increasing pressure to
expand exploration and drilling operations. Many oil companies are capitalizing on relaxed
government restrictions and technological advances to maximize production.
Workover Rigs and lifting devices need to be recertified on a regular basis AND/OR after any
accident that may have an impact on the structural integrity of the unit. Being in this line from
last many years, SAC offers recertification services to its customers for API 4F equipment.
Our engineers have experience with inspection and certification of rigs and lifting equipment,
and also with field repairs and shop repairs when equipment has been damaged. We also
assist drilling companies with design and implementation of field repairs to damaged drilling
equipment to allow the rigs to be certified and return to work. Wherever necessary we can
design and carry out the repairs using locally available resources as well.
Our primary focus is workover rig maintenance and related services. We can also provide
complete rig packages for manufacturing of mobile rigs from start to finish. We have a full staff
of experienced rig welders, fabricators, licensed site engineers who can be deployed to the
field on a short moment’s notice. For support we have a large manufacturing and
maintenance facility who can provide services 24 x 7.
Being an operator of these equipments, We understand the urgency to get the equipment
back to work. Our engineers can perform the necessary calculations to establish a safe
working rated capacity until more permanent repairs can be carried out.

Facilities:
-

Muscat x 4
Sohar x 1
Nizwa x 1
Rusayl x 1
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Improving the world through engineering
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